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Abstract
The concept of a strongly threefold orthogonal (STO) matrix is studied in A.S. Hedayat
and H. Pesotan [J. Statist. Plann. Inference 15 (1986) 11–17; Linear Algebra Appl. 136 (1990)
1–23]. Let C.R; n/ be the class of all STO matrices with R rows and index n. We define
Lmax.C.R; n// D L if and only if there is an STO matrix in C.R; n/ with L columns and
every matrix in C.R; n/ has at most L columns. A matrix in C.R; n/ is called column optimal
if it has Lmax.C.R; n// columns. The column optimality problem for C.R; n/ consists in de-
termining Lmax.C.R; n// and constructing a column optimal matrix in C.R; n/. In this paper,
we study the column optimality problem for the sequence of classes C.8t C 4; 8/; t > 3. It
is shown that: (1) Lmax.C.28; 8// D 6, (2) Lmax.C.16t C 12; 8// D 9 when t > 46 and (3)
8 6 Lmax.C.16t C 4; 8// 6 9 when t > 27. Corresponding column optimal STO matrices in
the classes C.28; 8/ and C.16t C 12; 8/, t > 46 are also constructed. © 1999 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The concept of a strongly threefold orthogonal (STO) matrix is introduced and
studied in [2]. Further study on STO matrices has been done in [3]. The STO matrices
are defined as generalizations of exact triply balanced matrices studied in [1]. The
latter concept grew out of the related notion of nearly triply balanced matrices which
occur in estimating and studying mean squared statistics in survey samplings; see
[4]. In [2] statistical applications of STO matrices are given.
The focus of this paper is on the construction of STO matrices which are column
optimal in a well-defined class. In [2] a number i.D/ called the index is associated
with each R  L STO matrix D and it is shown that: (1) R > 8 and R  0 (mod 4),
(2) L 6 i.D/C 1 and when L > 4, i.D)  0 (mod 4). Moreover, i.D/ can be any
value satisfying i.D/ D 4k with 1 6 k 6 R=8 or 1 6 k 6 .R − 4/=8 according as
R  0 (mod 8) or R  4 (mod 8). These facts allow for the study of classes of STO
matrices. If one specifies a value n D 4k with 1 6 k 6 R=8 or .R − 4/=8 according
as R  0 (mod 8) or 4 (mod 8), then one can study the class C.R; n/ of all STO
matrices D with R rows and index i.D/ D n.
An R  L STO matrix D is called column optimal in C.R; n/ if and only if D
is in C.R; n/ and if every matrix in C.R; n/ has L or fewer columns. One problem
concerning the class C.R; n/, whose study is initiated in [2], is the determination of
the value L of the number of columns of a column optimal matrix in C.R; n/ and
then the construction of a corresponding column optimal STO matrix. We shall refer
to this problem as the column optimality problem in C.R; n/.
In [2,3] the column optimality problem has been resolved for certain values of
R and n. For each value we give the optimal value of L; a corresponding column
optimal STO matrix has also been constructed:
(i) L D 5 when n D 4 and R > 8, R  0 (mod 4),
(ii) L D 6 when n D 8 and R D 20,
(iii) L D R=2 C 1 when n D R=2 and R > 8, R  0 (mod 8),
(iv) L D 9 when n D 8 and R D 8t .t > 2; t =D 3/ and L D 8 when R D 24.
Statement (iv) shows that the column optimality problem has been completely
resolved for each class C.8t; 8/; t > 2, consisting of STO matrices with R D 8t
rows and index 8. Statement (ii) indicates that the column optimality problem is fully
resolved for the class C.20; 8/. However, in general, only certain upper and lower
bounds are known on the optimal value of L for the classes C.8t C 4; 8/; t > 3 and
are given in [2].
The objective of this paper is to study the column optimality problem for the
classes C.8t C 4; 8/; t > 3, of STO matrices with R D 8t C 4 rows and index eight.
In Section 2 some terminology and results in [2] are summarized for a self-
contained presentation. Section 3 derives a normal form for STO matrices in the class
C.28; 8/, and in Section 4 the column optimality problem for the class C.28; 8/ is
fully resolved. Section 5 presents a particular matrix which serves as a tool
for studying the column optimality problem in the general class C.8t C 4; 8/.
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In Section 6 the value L of a column optimal matrix in the class C.16t C 12; 8/
is shown to be 9 when t > 46 and a corresponding column optimal STO matrix is
constructed. Thus the column optimality problem is completely resolved for the se-
quence of classesC.16t C 12; 8/when t > 46. Finally, for the classesC.16t C 4; 8/,
the value L for the number of columns of a column optimal matrix in C.16t C 4; 8/
is shown to satisfy the bounds 8 6 L 6 9 when t > 27.
2. Preliminaries
In [2] STO matrices are introduced and studied. Normal forms and their properties
are obtained for STO matrices and used in their construction. For a self-contained
presentation we begin by summarizing some of the terminology and results from
[2].
Vectors or matrices whose entries are C1 or −1 will be called .−1; 1/ vectors or
.−1; 1/ matrices, respectively. Throughout, 1n will denote an n 1 vector each of
whose entries is C1 and we will denote it by 1 when its dimension is apparent from
the context.
Let u0 = .u1; u2; : : : ; un/, v0 = .v1; v2; : : : ; vn/ and w0 = .w1; w2; : : : ; wn/ be
three vectors of dimension n:
(a) The Hadamard product of u and v denoted by uv is defined as the vector
.uv/0 = .u1v1; u2v2; : : : ; unvn/. Clearly, the Hadamard product is an associative and
commutative binary operation. Thus we can form the Hadamard product of several
vectors without reference to how the vectors are grouped.
(b) The inner product of u and v denoted by juvj and the threefold inner product
of u, v and w denoted by juvwj are defined as
juvj D
nX
iD1
uivi; juvwj D
nX
iD1
uiviwi:
(c) If u is a .−1; 1/ vector with p plus ones and m minus ones, the weight of u
is defined as 10u D j1uj D p −m. If r0 D .r01; r02; : : : ; r0m/ is a vector each of whose
components r0i is a .−1; 1/ vector, the weight vector w(r) of r is defined as the vector
w.r/ D .a1; a2; : : : ; am/, where ai D 10ri D weight of ri .
(d) A .−1; 1/ matrix D of order R  L is called an STO matrix if (i) L > 3, (ii)
the inner product juvj D 0 for all choices u, v of distinct columns in D, and (iii) the
threefold inner product juvwj D 0 for all choices of three columns u, v and w in D
with u =D v, u =D w and v =D w. A matrix D satisfying (ii) will be called columnwise
orthogonal.
(e) Let c be any column of an R  L .−1; 1/ – matrix C, and say c has p plus
ones and m minus ones as its entries. The index i.c/ of c is i.c/ D R, if c = 1 or
−1 and i.c/ D minfp;mg, otherwise. The index i.C/ of C is defined as the number
i.C/ D minfi.c/: c is a column in Cg.
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Two R  L STO matrices will be called equivalent if and only if either one can
be obtained from the other by a finite sequence of the following operations: (i) row
interchange, (ii) column interchange, and (iii) multiplying a column by −1.
Let D be an R  L STO matrix. Let u, v, w be three distinct columns in D and
assume that u =D 1 and u =D −1. Interchanging columns of D if necessary we obtain
a matrix D1 equivalent to D whose first three columns are u, v and w in that order.
Then by rearranging the rows of D1, it is shown in [2] that we obtain an STO matrix
D(u; v;w/ equivalent to D of the following form:
D.u; v;w/ D TT jAU D
2664
1r d1 −d1
1r d2 d2
−1s d3 −d3
−1s d4 d4

A1
A2
A3
A4
3775 : (2.1)
The matrix T is equivalent to S D TuvwU and is obtained from S by suitable row
interchanges and the matrix A is equivalent to the remaining L− 3 columns of D.
The matrix D.u; v;w) is called a normal form for D. It is clearly not unique and
depends on the choice of the columns u, v, w. In (2.1) the first column will be called
the lead column, the second column will be called the primary column, the third
column will be called the secondary column and any column in A will be called an
auxiliary column. In obtaining a normal form for an STO matrix D of index n we
will make the lead column of index n.
The results (P1)–(P4) summarized below are taken from [2]. These results re-
late to a normal form D.u; v;w/ as in (2.1) of an R  L STO matrix D. Let h0 D
.h01;h02;h03;h04/, g0 D .g01; g02; g03; g04/ be two distinct auxiliary columns and d0 D
.d01;d02;d03;d04/ be the primary column in D.u; v;w/. Then:
(P1) R > 8 and R  0 (mod 4). When L > 4: (a) i.D/  0 (mod 4) and i.D/ 6
R=2 whenR  0 (mod 8) and i.D/ 6 R=2− 2 whenR  4 (mod 8), (b)L 6 i.D/C
1, and (c) i.c/  0 (mod 4) for any column c in D,
(P2) jdihi j D 0, 1 6 i 6 4, jh1g1j C jh2g2j D 0, jh3g3j C jh4g4j D 0,
(P3) when L > 4, the weight vector of the primary column d is w.d/ D .a; b;
a; b/ and the weight vector of an auxiliary column h isw.h/ D .e; f; f; e/where a D
10di .i D 1; 3/, b D 10dj .j D 2; 4/, e D 10hi .i D 1; 4/ and f D 10hj .j D 2; 3/
are even numbers. Moreover a C b  e C f  0 (mod 4) when R  0 (mod 8) and
a C b  e C f  2 (mod 4) when R  4 (mod 8).
(P4) jd1h1g1j C jd3h3g3j D 0; jd2h2g2j C jd4h4g4j D 0.
Let D be an R  L STO matrix of index n and assume that L > 4. The property
(P1(a)) offers the following information about the pair .R; n/:
(i) R D 8t , n D 4k, 1 6 k 6 R=8 where t > 1 is an integer.
(ii) R D 8t C 4, n D 4k, 1 6 k 6 .R − 4/=8, where t > 1 is an integer.
Suppose now that we select a pair .R; n/ satisfying either (i) or (ii). Once such a
choice is made it describes a class C.R; n/ of STO matrices defined as follows:
C.R; n/ D fD: D is an STO matrix with R rows and index ng :
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It is shown in [2] that the class C.R; n/ is nonempty whenever the pair .R; n/ sat-
isfies either (i) or (ii) and that there is always a matrix D in C.R; n/ with at least five
columns. Consider now the classC.R; n/. The following definition is taken from [2]:
Lmax.C.R; n// D L (2.2)
if and only if (i) each matrix R in C.R; n/ has at most L columns, (ii) there is some
matrix D in C.R; n/ with exactly L columns. An STO matrix D in C.R; n/ which has
Lmax .C.R; n// columns is called column optimal in C.R; n/. We will refer to the
problem of determining Lmax (C.R; n/) and constructing a column optimal matrix
in C.R; n/ as the column optimality problem for the class C.R; n/.
In [2,3] the column optimality problem for each of the classes C.8t; 8/, t > 2, has
been completely resolved. It is shown that Lmax.C.8t; 8// D 9 for t > 2 and t =D 3
and Lmax.C.24; 8// D 8.
In [2] it is shown that: (i) Lmax.C.20; 8// D 6, (ii) 7 6 Lmax.C.8t C 4; 8/ 6 9
for t > 7, and (iii) 6 6 Lmax.C.8t C 4; 8// 6 9 for t > 2. No further information
is known about the column optimality problem for the classes C.8t C 4; 8/; t > 2.
The purpose of the following sections is to study the column optimality problem for
the classes C.8t C 4; 8/; t > 3, of STO matrices with R D 8t C 4 rows and index 8.
3. A normal form
The following special 4 1 .−1; 1/-column vectors will be used in the develop-
ment of this section and in subsequent sections; we useC and− as abbrevations for
C1 and−1
x0D.C;C;−;−/; y0 D .C;−;C;−/; z0 D .C;−;−;C/;
a0 D.−;C;C;C/; b0 D .C;−;C;C/; c0 D .C;C;−;C/;
d0 D.C;C;C;−/: (3.1)
Let D be an STO matrix of order 28 L and index 8. Then L 6 9 by (P1(b)).
In this section we develop a normal form for D. For this purpose we assume that
L > 5. Then by (P3), up to equivalence, there are three possibilities for a weight
vector of a primary column: these are (0, 2, 0, 2), (4, 2, 4, 2) or .−4; 2;−4; 2/. Since
we are assuming that L > 5, due to (P2), the former possibility will always arise
but the latter two possibilities need not arise unless L > 8. Indeed such a matrix D
must have one column of index 8 and at most one other column of index 8 whose
weight vector, up to equivalence, is (4, 2, 4, 2). The remaining columns of D are of
index 12 and at most one of these will have, up to equivalence, the weight vector
.−4; 2;−4; 2/. Thus we will settle on the choice (0, 2, 0, 2) as the weight vector of
a primary column.
We refer to the normal form (2.1) and consider the following choices for n, r , s;
and di :
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(i) n D 8, r D 10, s D 4,
(ii) d01 D .105;−105/, d02 D .106;−104/, d03 D x0, d04 D a0,
(iii) k0 D .d01;d02/, k0 D .−d01;d02/,
Let k01 D .d01;d02;d03;d04/ and k02 D .−d01;d02;−d03;d04/. Thenw.k01/ D .0; 2; 0; 2/.
We will use k1 as a primary column and k2 as a secondary column in developing
a normal form for D. Since L > 5, a normal form for D will have at least two
auxiliary columns. Let h0 D .h01;h02;h03;h04/ and f0 D .f01; f02; f03; f04/ be two such aux-
iliary columns. By (P3), w.h/ is one of (2, 0, 0, 2), .2;−4;−4; 2/ or (2, 4, 4, 2).
Due to (P2) we conclude that there are at most four auxiliary columns with weight
vector (2, 0, 0, 2) and at most one auxiliary column each with weight vectors (2,
4, 4, 2) or .2;−4;−4; 2/. If w.h/ D .2; 4; 4; 2/ and w.f/ D .2;−4;−4; 2/ then
h03 D 10, f03 D −10. Thus by (P2), up to equivalence, we can take h04 D f04 = d0. If
w.h/ D .2; 0; 0; 2/ then by (P2) it follows that, up to equivalence, h03 2 fy0;z0g
and h04 2 fb0; c0g. From this analysis we get, that up to equivalence, a normal form
for D when L D 9 has the appearance (we will name this normal form D as well)
D D
" 120 B1
−18 B2
#
D
264 120−14
−14

k k
x −x
a a

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
y −y z −z −1 1
b b c c d d
375 ;
(3.2)
where each ci is a .−1; 1/-vector of order 20 1. In (3.2), the first four auxiliary
columns have weight vector (2, 0, 0, 2), the fifth auxiliary column has weight vector
.2;−4;−4; 2/ and the final column has weight vector (2, 4, 4, 2).
What can be said about the column vectors ci appearing in (3.2)? The answer to
this question will be developed in Section 4. For now we note two features of the
columns ci :
(A1) For 1 6 i 6 4, ci has weight 2, c5 has weight −2 and c6 has weight 6.
(A2) By (P2), B1 is a columnwise orthogonal matrix. Thus the set of vectors
fci :1 6 i 6 6g are mutually orthogonal.
The following proposition gives us some insight into the structure of the columns
ci .
Proposition 3.1. If for a given i, 1 6 i 6 6, the column ci appears in D given in
(3.2) then
(a) when 1 6 i 6 4 V c0i D .p0i ;q0i ; r0i ; s0i /,
(b) c05 D .p05;q05;m01;n01/, c06 D .p06;q06;m02;n02/,
where
(i) pi , qi , respectively, are 5 1 .−1; 1/- vectors each of weight 1 (1 6 i 6 6),
(ii) ri is a 6 1 .−1; 1/-vector of weight zero (1 6 i 6 4),
(iii) si is a 4 1 .−1; 1/-vector of weight zero (1 6 i 6 4),
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(iv) m1 is a 6 1 .−1; 1/-vector of weight−2 and m2 is a 6 1 .−1; 1/-vector
of weight 2,
(v) n1 is a 4 1 .−1; 1/-vector of weight−2 and n2 is a 4 1 .−1; 1/-vector
of weight 2.
Proof. Suppose that ci appears in D given in (3.2). Since D is an STO matrix,
jkkci j D −2 if 1 6 i 6 4: Further by (A2), jkci j = jkci j D 0, and by (A1), 10ci D
2 .1 6 i 6 4/, 10c5 D −2 and 10c6 D 6. From these relations (a) and (b) may be
verified. 
In the following proposition we record necessary conditions for any three columns
to appear in D given in (3.2). The proposition follows easily from the fact that D is a
STO matrix and it will be helpful in the ensuing development.
Proposition 3.2. Assuming that the three columns ci mentioned in each statement
appear in D given in (3.2) we have
(i) for distinct i; j; k 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g: j cicjckj D −2,
(ii) for distinct i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g: j cicjc6j D 2,
(iii) for i 2 f1; 2g and j 2 f3; 4g: j cicj c5j D 2, jc1c2c5j D jc3c4c5j D −6,
(iv) for i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g: j cic5c6j D −2.
4. Column optimality in C.28; 8/
The purpose of this section is to solve the column optimality problem for the class
C.28; 8/. Let D be any STO matrix in C.28; 8/. If the order of D is 28 L then by
(P1(b)), L 6 9. In this section we assume that L > 6. An immediate consequence
of this assumption is that D has a normal form of the kind (3.2) with at least three
auxiliary columns.
In the presentation below we will assume that:
(1) D is the matrix displayed in (3.2) in which at least three of the six columns ci
appear,
(2) in reference to the columns ci we emphasize that each ci has four com-
ponents: c0i D .p0i ;q0i ; r0i ; s0i / (1 6 i 6 4), c05 D .p05;q05;m01;n01/, and c06 D .p06;q06;
m02;n02/ where the various component vectors have the description given in Proposi-
tion 3.1.
Recall that the vectors ci are mutually orthogonal.
Let e0 D .e01; e02; e03; e04/, f0 D .f01; f02; f03; f04/ and g0 D .g01; g02; g03; g04/ be three
.−1; 1/-vectors each with four component vectors such that for each i, the compon-
ent vectors ei , fi , gi have the same dimension. We define the inner product vectors
V(ef) and V(efg) as follows:
V .ef/ D .je1f1j; je2f2j; je3f3j; je4f4j/;
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V .efg/ D .je1f1g1j; je2f2g2j; je3f3g3j; je4f4g4j/:
In the development below we study the inner product structure of the columns
ci . The properties (A2) and (P4) will be useful in many of the proofs of the next
proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Assuming that the pairs of columns ci , cj mentioned in each state-
ment appear in D we have:
(a) V .ciciC1/ D .−3;−3; 2; 4/ or .1; 1;−2; 0/ for i D 1; i D 3,
(b) V .c1c3/ D V .c2c4/ D .−3; 1; 2; 0/ and V .c1c4/ D V .c2c3/ D .1;−3; 2; 0/,
(c) V .cick/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ or .−3;−3; 4; 2/when i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g and k 2 f5; 6g,
(d) V .c5c6/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/.
Proof. We supply the proof for part (a) with i D 1. This proof is typical of the proofs
of the remaining parts which may be developed in a similar way. From (A2) and (P4)
we get for c1 and c2 the relations
(1) jp1p2j C jq1q2j C jr1r2j C js1s2j D 0,
(2) jp1p2j − jq1q2j = 0 and jr1r2j − js1s2j D −2.
Each si is a 4 1 vector of weight zero. Hence js1s2j 2 f−4; 0; 4g. If js1s2j D 0
or 4, we get the desired inner product vectors using (1) and (2). Finally, js1s2j D −4
cannot occur. Suppose it does. Then from (1) and (2) .c1c2/0 D .1010;−1010/. Since
we are assuming that D has at least three auxiliary columns pick a ci in D other than
c1 or c2. Then jc1c2ci j D 2 if i D 3 or 4; 6 if i D 5 and−2 if i D 6. This contradicts
Proposition 3.2. Hence part (a) is established when i D 1. 
Remark 4.1. Proposition 4.1 reveals that the column pairs c1, c2 and c3, c4 have
the same inner product vector possibilities. Further the mixed pairs c1, c3 and c2, c4,
respectively, the pairs c1, c4 and c2, c3 have the same inner product vectors. Clearly,
an interchange of the first and second components of each ci interchanges the roles
of the pairs c1, c3 and c2, c4 with the pairs c1, c4 and c2, c3. Aside from that such an
interchange does not change the inner product vectors V(ciciC1), i D 1; 3, V .c5c6)
and V .cick), 1 6 i 6 4, k 2 f5; 6g. Important consequences of these observations
are the following: (i) any valid statement about c1, c2, c3, ck , k 2 f5; 6g, based on
inner product vectors remains valid when c1, c2, c3 is replaced by any choice ci , cj ,
cl with i; j; l 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g, (ii) any valid statement about c1, c2 and c5, c6 based on
inner product vectors remains valid when c1, c2 is replaced by c3, c4 and (iii) any
valid statement about c1, c3 and c5, c6 based on inner product vectors remains valid
when c1, c3 is replaced by any other mixed pair ci , cj with i 2 f1; 2g and j 2 f3; 4g.
The following lemmas give the inner product arithmetic on the columns of small
order special .−1; 1/-matrices. The lemmas may be easily verified and will be help-
ful in the remaining development.
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Lemma 4.1. Let A D TabcdU be a 5 4 .−1; 1/-matrix with distinct columns each
of weight 1. Then:
(a) (i) jabj 2 f−3; 1g, (ii) jabj D −3, jacj D jbcj D 1 implies jabcj D 1, (iii) jabj
D jacj D −3 implies jabcj D −3, (iv) if sjabj D 1 then there exists an unique 5 1
vector u of weight 1 such that juaj D jubj D −3, (v) jabj D jbcj D jacj D 1 implies
jabcj 2 f−3; 5g,
(b) No three columns u, v, w in A satisfy the relations juvj D juwj D jvwj D −3,
(c) juvj D 1 for all choices u, v of distinct columns in A implies juvwj D −3 for
all choices of three distinct columns of A,
(d) jabj D jbcj D jcaj D 1 and jduj D jdvj D −3 for exactly two u; v 2 fa;b; cg
implies jabcj D −3,
(e) jabj D jbcj D jacj D 1 and jdaj D −3, jdbj D jdcj D 1 implies jabcj D 5 and
jdbcj D −3, or jabcj D −3 and jdbcj D 5.
Lemma 4.2. Let B D TabcdU be a 6 4 .−1; 1/-matrix with distinct columns each
of weight zero. Then jabj D 2; jcdj D −2 and jauj D jbuj D 2 for u 2 fc;dg implies
jabcj D −jabdj and jabcj, jabdj 2 f−4; 4g.
Lemma 4.3. Let C D TabcefU be a 6 5 .−1; 1/-matrix with distinct columns such
that a, b, c have weight zero, e has weight −2 and f has weight 2. Then:
(a) (i) jabj D −2 and jauj D 4 or −4 implies jbuj D 0 or jbuj D −jauj for u 2
fe; fg,
(ii) jaej D 4 and jbej D 0 implies jabej D −jabj,
(b) if jabj D jbcj D jacj D 2, then
(i) jeaj D jebj D jecj D 0 implies juvej D 2 for distinct u; v 2 fa;b; cg,
(ii) jfaj D jfbj D jfcj D 0 implies juvfj D −2 for distinct u; v 2 fa;b; cg,
(iii) jafj D jbfj D 0, jcfj D 4 and jabcj D 4 implies jabfj D 6,
(c) if jabj D −2 and jacj D jbcj D 2 then
(i) jaej D jbej D jcej D 0 implies that either jacej D 2 or jbcej D 2,
(ii) jafj D jbfj D 0 and jcfj D 4 implies jabfj D 2.
Lemma 4.4. Let C be the matrix of Lemma 4.3.
(a) If jabj D −2 and jefj D −2 then
(i) jauj D jbuj D 0 for u 2 fe; fg implies jabfj D 2, jbefj 2 f−4; 4g, and jaefj
D −jbefj,
(ii) jaej D jbej D jafj D 0 and jbfj D 4 implies jbefj D 0, jaefj 2 f−4; 4g and
jabej 2 f−2; 6g,
(b) if jabj D 2 and jefj D −2 then
(i) jauj D jbuj D 0 for u 2 fe; fg implies jabfj D −2,
(ii) jaej D jbej D jafj D 0 and jbfj D 4 implies jaefj 2 f−4; 4g, jabej 2 f−6;
2g. Further, jabejD−6 implies jaefjD−4 and jabejD2 implies jaefjD4.
(c) jefj D −2, jaej D 4 and jafj D 0 implies jaefj D 0.
(d) if jefj D −2, then there does not exist a .−1; 1/-vector a of weight zero such
that jaej D jafj D 4.
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We now study the inner product structure of the columns ci in D given in (3.2).
Proposition 4.2. If the four columns ci (1 6 i 6 4) appear in D then at most one of
the vectors V .c1c2/, V .c3c4/ is equal to .−3;−3; 2; 4/.
Proof. Suppose that V .c1c2/ D V .c3c4/ D .−3;−3; 2; 4/. By Proposition 4.1,
V .c1c3/ D V .c2c4/ D .−3; 1; 2; 0/ and V .c1c4/ D V .c2c3/ D .1;−3; 2; 0/. This
implies for the first components pi of ci that jp2p3j D 1 and jpip2j D jpip3j D
−3 for i D 1; 4. This is not possible by Lemma 4.1(a,(iv)), and the proposition is
established. 
Proposition 4.3. If the four columns ci (1 6 i 6 4) appear in D then V .c1c2/ D
V .c3c4/.
Proof. Assume that V .c1c2/ =D V .c3c4/. Without loss of generality, by Proposi-
tion 4.1 let V .c1c2/ D .−3;−3; 2; 4/ and V .c3c4/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/. Since V .c1c3/
and V .c2c3/ are known this implies that (i) jp1p2j D jp1p3j D −3; jp2p3j D 1,
(ii) jq1q2j D jq2q3j D −3; jq1q3j D 1, (iii) jr1r2j D jr1r3j D jr2r3j D 2, and (iv)
js1s2j D 4; js1s3j D js2s3j D 0. Hence js1s2s3j D 0 and by Lemma 4.1 (a,(iii))
jp1p2p3j D jq1q2q3j D −3. Hence V .c1c2c3/ D .−3;−3; jr1r2r3j; 0/. Similarly
V .c1c2c4/ D .−3;−3; jr1r2r4j; 0/. By Lemma 4.2, jr1r2r3j D −jr1r2r4j and if one
triple product has the value 4, the other has value −4. This implies that one of
jc1c2c3j, jc1c2c4j has the value −2 and the other has value −10. This contradicts
Proposition 3.2 and the proposition is established. 
Theorem 4.1. At most three of the four columns ci (1 6 i 6 4) can appear in D.
Proof. Suppose that all the four columns ci .1 6 i 6 4/ appear in D. Then by
Propositions 4.1–4.3 we must have V .c1c2/ D V .c3c4/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/. This im-
plies that js1s2j D js3s4j D 0. But by Proposition 4.1, jsisj j D 0 when i 2 f1; 2g and
j 2 f3; 4g. However, the si are 4 1 .−1; 1/-vectors each of weight zero. Hence
the maximum number of such vectors that can be mutually orthogonal is 3. This
contradiction establishes the theorem. 
Proposition 4.4. Assuming that the three columns ci mentioned in each statement
appear in D we have:
(a) at most one of V .cick/, V .cjck/ is equal to .−3;−3; 4; 2/ for k 2 f5; 6g and
distinct i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g,
(b) either V .cic5/ D V .cic6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ or V .cic5/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ and
V .cic6/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/ for i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g,
(c) V .cic5/ D V .cjc5/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ for distinct i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g.
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Proof. (a) Suppose that V .cick/ D V .cjck/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/. Depending on i; j
we know the components of V .cicj / from Proposition 4.1. From this, when i D 1
and j D 2 or i D 3 and j D 4 and V .cicj / D .−3;−3; 2; 4/, or when i 2 f1; 2g
and j 2 f3; 4g, the first or second components of ci , cj , ck must satisfy one of the
relations jpipj j D jpipk j D jpjpkj D −3 or jqiqj j D jqiqkj D jqjqk j D −3. This
is impossible by Lemma 4.1(b). When i D 1 and j D 2 or i D 3 and j D 4 and
V .cicj / D .1; 1;−2; 0/, the third components ri , rj , mk must satisfy the relations
jrirj j D −2; jrimkj D jrjmk j D 4. This is impossible by Lemma 4.3(a,(i)). Hence
(a) is established.
To establish (b) we need to eliminate the possibilities V .cic5/ D V .cic6/ D
.−3;−3; 4; 2/, and V .cic5/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/, V .cic6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/. The former
possibility is discarded due to Lemma 4.4(d). Suppose that the latter possibility
holds. By Proposition 4.1, V .c5c6/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/. From this jsin1j D 2; jsin2j D
−2 and hence jsin1n2j D 4. Using Lemmas 4.1(a,(ii)) and 4.4(c), we getV .cic5c6/ D
.1; 1; 0; 4/. Hence jcic5c6j D 6, contradicting Proposition 3.2.
(c) Due to part (a) and without loss of generality, to establish (c) we need to elim-
inate the possibility V .cic5/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ and V .cjc5/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/. Suppose
this possibility holds. Depending on i; j we know the components of V .cicj / from
Proposition 4.1. Thus using Lemmas 4.1(a,(ii),(iii)) and 4.3(a,(ii)) we get V .cicj c5/
D .1; 1; 2;−2/ when i D 1 and j D 2 or i D 3 and j D 4, and is equal to .−3; 1;
−2;−2/ or .1;−3;−2;−2/ when i 2 f1; 2g and j 2 f3; 4g. Hence jcicjc5j D 2 in
the first case and is equal to −6 in the second case. These values contradict the
requirements of Proposition 3.2. 
Using the lemmas the following may be verified.
Lemma 4.5. Assuming that the three columns ci mentioned in each statement ap-
pear in D the following holds:
.a/ V .c1c2c3/ D

.1; 1; 0;−4/; when V .c1c2/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/;
.−3;−3; 4; 0/; when V .c1c2/ D .−3;−3; 2; 4/;
.b/ V .c1c2c5/ D

.1; 1;−6;−2/; when V .c1c2/ D .−3;−3; 2; 4/;
.−3;−3;−2; 2/; when V .c1c2/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/;
.c/ V .c1c3c5/ D .1;−3; 2; 2/ or .1; 5;−6; 2/:
Theorem 4.2. At most three of the four columns c1, c2, c3, ck .k D 5 or k D 6/
appear in D.
Proof. Assume that all the four columns c1, c2, c3, ck .k D 5 or k D 6/ appear in D.
First consider the case k D 5.
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Case 1: Suppose thatV .c1c2/ D .−3;−3; 2; 4/. From Proposition 4.4,V .cic5/ D
.1; 1; 0;−2/; i D 1; 2; 3. Using this information and Lemmas 4.1(a,
(ii)) and 4.3(b,(i)) we obtain V .c1c2c5/ D .1; 1; 2;−2/. Hence jc1c2c5j D 2, a con-
tradiction to Proposition 3.2.
Case 2: Suppose that V .c1c2/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/. By Lemma 4.5(b), V .c1c2c5/ D
.−3;−3;−2; 2/. Thus the first and second components of the ci satisfy the equa-
tions jp1p2p5j D jq1q2q5j D −3. Then by Lemmas 4.1(a,(ii)), 4.1(e) and 4.3(c,(i)),
either V .c1c3c5/ D .1; 5; 2; 2/ or V .c2c3c5/ D .5; 1; 2; 2/. Hence either jc1c3c5j or
jc2c3c5j is 10 contradicting Propositioin 3.2 and the theorem is established when
k D 5. Consider next k D 6.
Case 3: V .c1c2/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/ with k D 6. Under this case by Lemma 4.5(a),
js1s2s3j D −4 or s1s2s3 D −1. Hence n2, the fourth component of c6, satisfies jn2si j
D 2 for exactly one i .1 6 i 6 3) and is equal to−2, otherwise or jn2si j D 2 for all i.
The latter possibility implies that V .cic6/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/ for all i and is discarded
due to Proposition 4.4(a). The former possibility, together with Proposition 4.4, im-
plies that for exactly one i .1 6 i 6 3), V .cic6/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/ and V .cic6/ D
.1; 1; 0;−2/ for the remaining i. Since the arguments are similar, we choose i D 3
for consideration. Then V .c3c6/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/ and V .cic6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ for
i D 1; 2. Using Lemmas 4.1(d) and 4.3(c,(ii)),V .c1c2c6/ D .−3;−3; 2;−2/. Hence
jc1c2c6j D −6, contradicting Proposition 3.2.
Case 4: V .c1c2/ D .−3;−3; 2; 4/ with k D 6. Via Proposition 4.4 we are led to
two subcases: (i) V .cic6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ for i D 1; 2; 3, (ii) V .cic6/ D .−3;−3; 4;
2/ for exactly one i .1 6 i 6 3) and V .cic6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ for the remaining i. Un-
der (i), using Lemmas 4.1(a,(ii)), 4.1(d) and 4.3(b,(ii)) we get V .c2c3c6/ D
.−3; 1;−2; −2/. Under (ii), since similar arguments prevail we choose i D 3 for
consideration. Thus suppose that V .c3c6/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/ and V .cic6/ D
.1; 1; 0;−2/; i D 1; 2. By Lemma 4.5(a), .c1c2c3/ D .−3;−3; 4; 0/ and thus the
third components of the ci satisfy jr1r2r3j = 4. Then using Lemmas 4.1(a,(ii)) and
4.3(b,(iii)) we get V(c1c2c6) = (1, 1, 6, 2). Hence jc2c3c6j D −6 or jc1c2c6j = 10,
contradicting Proposition 3.2. Hence the theorem is established. 
Theorem 4.3. (a) At most three of the four columns c1, c2, c5 and c6 can appear
in D.
(b) At most three of the four columns c1, c3, c5 and c6 can appear in D.
Proof. (a) Assume that c1, c2, c5 and c6 appear in D. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.4(c),
V .c5c6/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/ and V .cic5/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ for i D 1; 2.
Case 1: V .c1c2/ D .1; 1;−2; 0/. Under this case, by Proposition 4.4 there are
two subcases: (i) V .cic6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ for i D 1; 2, (ii) without loss of general-
ity, V .c1c6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ and V .c2c6/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/. Under (i), using Lem-
mas 4.1(c) and 4.4(a,(i)) we get that one of V .c1c5c6/ or V .c2c5c6/ is equal to
.−3;−3;−4; 0/. Under (ii), by Lemmas 4.1(e) and 4.4(a,(ii)), V .c1c2c5/ is equal
to one of the eight vectors (a1; a2; a3, 2) where a1; a2 2 f−3; 5g and a3 2 f−2; 6g.
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Since the columns c1; c2; c5 appear in D, the only viable possibility is V .c1c2c5/ D
.−3;−3;−2; 2/. But then, due to Lemmas 4.1(e) and 4.4(a,(ii)), we must have that
V .c1c5c6/ is either .5; 5;−4; 0/ or .5; 5; 4; 0/. Hence, either jc1c5c6j D −10 or
jc2c5c6j D −10 under (i) and jc1c5c6j D 6 or 14 under (ii). Each of these values
contradict Proposition 3.2.
Case 2: V .c1c2/ D .−3;−3; 2; 4/. Then s1 D s2 and Proposition 4.4(a) implies
that jrim2j D 0; i D 1; 2. By Lemma 4.5(b), V .c1c2c5/ D .1; 1;−6;−2/. Working
with the third components of the ci , we then have that jr1r2j D 2, jr1r2m1j D −6
or r1r2m1 D −1, and from above jm1m2j D −2. Thus jr1r2m2j D 2. This is not
possible by Lemma 4.4(b,(i)). Hence in this case c6 cannot be adjoined to c1, c2 and
c5. Thus part (a) is established.
(b) Assume that c1, c3, c5 and c6 appear in D. Now we know that V .cic5/ D
.1; 1; 0;−2/ and V .c1c3/ D .−3; 1; 2; 0/. Due to Proposition 4.4(a) we have two
subcases to consider: (i) V .cic6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/; i D 1; 3, (ii) without loss of gener-
ality, V .c1c6/ D .1; 1; 0;−2/ and V .c3c6/ D .−3;−3; 4; 2/. Under (i), using Lem-
mas 4.1(a,(ii)), 4.1(c) and 4.4(b, (i)) we get V .c1c3c6/ D .1;−3;−2;−2/. Under
(ii), by Lemma 4.5(c), V .c1c3c5/ is one of (1) .1;−3; 2; 2/ or (2) .1; 5;−6; 2/.
But then, by Lemmas 4.1(d), 4.1(e) and 4.4(b,(ii)), the vector V .c1c5c6/ equals
.−3; 5; 4; 0/ when (1) occurs and it equals .−3;−3;−4; 0/ when (2) occurs. Thus
jc1c3c6j D −6 under (i) and jc1c5c6j D 6 or −10 under (ii). These values contradict
Proposition 3.2. This establishes the theorem. 
The information in Lemma 4.5 can be used to construct a 28 6 STO matrix of
index 8 in a normal form. We give examples of two STO matrices D1 and D2 each of
order 28 6 and index 8. Both are in a normal form (3.2). In D1 the columns c1, c2
and c3 appear and in D2 the columns c1, c2 and c5 appear. Additional examples of this
kind in which any choice of three columns from among the six columns ci appear in
the matrix can be constructed. In the presentation of the examples we use the special
vectors given in (3.1) and the horizontal bars separate the various components of the
columns ci .
D1D
2666666666666664
C
1
C
1
C
C
1
1
−1
−1

C −
1 −1
− C
−1 1
C C
C C
1 1
−1 −1
x −x
a a

C C C
x y −x
C C C
x y −y
C − −
− C −
x y d
x y −z
y −y z
b b c
3777777777777775
;
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D2D
2666666666666664
C
1
C
1
C
C
1
1
−1
−1

C −
1 −1
− C
−1 1
C C
C C
1 1
−1 −1
x −x
a a

C C C
x −x y
C C C
x −x y
C C −
− − −
x y −z
x x −
y −y −1
b b d
3777777777777775
: (4.1)
Theorems 4.1–4.3 together with Remark 4.1 show that if D is any 28 L STO
matrix of index 8 thenL 6 6. However, the examples in (4.1) of the STO matrices Di
of index 8 show that L D 6 can be achieved. Hence the column optimality problem
for the class C.28; 8/ is solved and we have established.
Theorem 4.4. Lmax.C.28; 8// D 6 and the matrices Di .i D 1; 2/ given in (4.1) are
column optimal STO matrices of order 28 6 and index 8 in the class C.28; 8/.
5. Matrices with inner product deficiencies
We introduce a special .−1; 1/-matrix R in this section which will serve as a tool
to produce an STO matrix of index 8 with a large number of columns. The idea is to
begin with a suitably chosen columnwise orthogonal .−1; 1/-matrix of index 8, and
note the three element sets fu; v;wg of columns of C for which juvwj =D 0. Thus we
identify all such three element sets of columns of C which have a deficiency. Then by
augmenting the special matrix R or its equivalents suitably often to C the deficiencies
will be removed, that is, reduced to zero.
The following notation will be helpful. Let N, Ai .1 6 i 6 k/ be k C 1 matrices
each of orderR  L. We define the matrixM D hNIA1IA2I : : : IAki inductively as
follows: when k D 1; M D hNIA1i D TN=A1U, a 2R  Lmatrix with A1 augment-
ing N. Given that hNIA1IA2I : : : IAk−1i has been defined, then we define
M D hNIA1IA2I : : : IAki D hhNIA1IA2I : : : IAk−1iIAki: (5.1)
We will say that M in (5.1) is the matrix obtained when the matrices Ai are
augmented to N or that M is obtained by augmentation of the matrices Ai to N.
Remark 5.1. The following will be useful in the development: (i) if C is any R 
L .−1; 1/-matrix then the matrix C D hCI −Ci is threefold orthogonal, that is,
juvwj D 0 for any three columns of C. Further, if C is columnwise orthogonal then
C is an STO matrix of index R, (ii) in verifying the orthogonality conditions for the
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special matrix R to be introduced below, it is an aid to use the fact that the special
vectors 1, x, y and z defined in (3.1) are mutually orthogonal and satisfy the relations
xy D z, xz D y, yz D x and xyz = 1.
Let H be any Hadamard matrix of order 8, that is, a columnwise orthogonal
.−1; 1/-matrix of order 8 8. We will use the STO matrices S and St (t > 1) of
orders 16 9 and 16t  9, respectively when necessary
S D h[1jH ] I [1j −H ]i;
St D hSI SI : : : I Si D 1t ⊗ S; (5.2)
where there are t entries of S within the oblique brackets and ⊗ denotes the Kro-
necker product. Observe that the first column of S and of St is 1. We call a .−1; 1/-
matrix C of index n normalized if its first column is of index n with p > m. Clearly,
by shuffling the columns of C then multiplying the first column by −1, if necessary,
we get a matrix equivalent to C which is normalized.
Remark 5.2. If C is a normalized .−1; 1/-matrix of index n then the matrix M D
hCI St i is normalized and of index n. Moreover, if C is an STO matrix then so is M.
We are now ready to introduce the special matrix R referred to above. The special
4 1 vectors x, y and z given in (3.1) are used in defining it. We begin by displaying
its 5 component parts Ri from which it is assembled
R1D

1 1 jA

D
2664
1 1
1 −1
1 1
1 1

x x −y −z −1 −y −z
x −x −y −z 1 y z
1 x y z 1 y z
−1 x y z −1 −y −z
3775 ; (5.3)
R2D

1 2 j − A
 D
2664
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
− A
3775 ; (5.4)
R3D

1 3 jB

D
2664
1 1
1 1
1 x
1 −x

x x −y −z 1 y z
x −x −y −z 1 y z
−x y −y −z −1 y z
−x −y −y −z −1 y z
3775 ; (5.5)
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R4D

1 4 jC

D
2664
1 y
1 y
1 y
1 y

1 z 1 x −1 1 −x
−1 −z −1 −x 1 −1 x
−1 z 1 x 1 1 x
1 −z −1 x −1 −1 x
3775 ; (5.6)
65D

1 5 D
1 −5 −D

D
2664
1 x
1 x
1 −x
1 −x

y z 1 1 y z 1
y z −1 1 −y −z 1
−y −z −1 −1 −y −z −1
−y −z 1 −1 y z −1
3775 : (5.7)
Finally we define
R D hR1IR2IR3IR4IR5i: (5.8)
The following may be verified (Remark 5.1 is useful): Consider the matrices
A;B;C;D defined in (5.3)–(5.7). Let A D hAI −Ai, D D hDI −Di. Then (i)
juvwj = 0 for any choice of three distinct columns from any of the matricesA; B;C;
D, (ii) the only pair of columns in A which is not orthogonal is its first and fifth
columns. This inner product is 16. The only pairs of columns in B which are not
orthogonal are its third and sixth, and, fourth and seventh columns. The inner product
in each case is −16. The only columns in C which are not orthogonal are its first,
fifth, and its third and sixth columns. The inner products are, respectively, −16 and
16. The only pair of columns in D which are not orthogonal is fourth and seventh
columns and this inner product is 16, (iii) let 0 = .01; 02; 03; 04; 05;−05/ be the
transpose of the second column of R defined in (5.8). Then  has weight zero. Let
M D hAI −AIBICIDI −Di. From (i) and (ii) M is an STO matrix of order 80 7
and index 40. Finally, one can check that (a)  is orthogonal to each column of M,
(b) juvj D 8 when u is the first and v is the second column ofM , and (c) juvj D 0
for every other choice u; v of distinct columns of M other than the one mentioned in
(b).
Hence we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. The .−1; 1/-matrix R defined in (5.8) is a columnwise orthogonal
matrix of order 80 9 and index 40 in which juvwj D 0 for all three element sub-
sets fu; v;wg of columns of R except the column trio fc2; c3; c4g consisting of the
second, third and fourth columns of R and jc2c3c4j D 8. Moreover, R has 1 as its
lead column.
Remark 5.3. (i) By multiplying the second column c2 of R by minus one, we get a
matrix R equivalent to R which has the same features as R except that jc2c3c4j D
−8, (ii) in some applications of R or R one may not be able to use all the L D 9
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columns of these matrices. Suppose we choose L such that 4 6 L 6 9. Then by RL,
RL we mean any 80 L submatrix of R, R, respectively, with L columns which
includes the first column and the columns c2, c3, c4 of these matrices such that
jc2c3c4j D 8 or −8.
Let C be a normalized columnwise orthogonal matrix of index 8 and order R  L
(4 6 L 6 9) such that jsuvj D 0, where s is the first and u, v are any two other
columns of C.
We will call C a threefold product deficient (TPD) matrix if and only if whenever
juvwj =D 0 for columns u, v and w in C such that u =D v, u =D w and v =D w then
juvwj D 8k for some nonzero integer k. We will call such a set fu; v;wg a deficient
set of columns of C, and the set of all deficient sets of columns the deficiency set of
C. The number 8k will be called the size of the deficiency of the three columns.
Let C be a TPD matrix of order R  L with 4 6 L 6 9. Let TC be the deficiency
set of C. Then
TC D ffu; v;wg: fu; v;wg is a deficient set of columns of Cg :
Clearly, C is an STO matrix if and only if TC is the empty set. Suppose that the
cardinality of TC, jTCj D r and for a deficient set of columns fui ; vi ;wig (1 6 i 6 r)
in TC, let the deficiency size be juiviwi j D 8ki (ki =D 0). The number d DPriD1 jkij
will be called the deficiency size of C.
Letmi D jkij (1 6 i 6 r). Select submatrices RL, RL as explained in Remark 5.3.
If fui ; vi ;wig is a member of TC with deficiency size 8ki we shuffle the columns of
RL or RL so that when either of these matrices is augmented to C, the columns c2, c3,
and c4 of RL or RL are aligned with the columns ui , vi and wi of C. Of course the first
column of 6L or RL always remains in the first position in any such shuffling. Let
RL;i and RL;i denote the resulting matrices obtained from RL and RL, respectively
after a shuffling of their second, third and fourth columns as just indicated. Then
we take jki j D mi copies of the matrices RL;i or RL;i for augmentation so that the
deficiency size juiviwi j is removed, that is, reduced to zero, in the resulting matrix.
Thus we take for 1 6 i 6 r ,
Di D 1mi ⊗Mi; (5.9)
where Mi D RL;i if ki > 1 and Mi D RL;i if ki 6 −1; clearly the deficiency sizejuiviwi j is reduced to zero when Di is augmented to C. If this procedure is carried
out for each i, 1 6 i 6 r , and augmentation done at each step we finally obtain a
matrix C as follows:
C D hCID1ID2I : : : IDr i; (5.10)
where Di are defined in (5.9). By its construction it is clear that C is a normalized
STO matrix of index 8. Let t > 1 be an integer. Using C and the matrices St defined
in (5.2), by Remark 5.2, we can obtain STO matrices of index 8 from C with the
number of rows increasing by 16t for each augmentation by St . Thus if
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C.t/ D hCI St i; (5.11)
then C(t) is a normalized STO matrix of index 8 with R C 80d C 16t rows, where
d is the deficiency size of C. Hence we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2. Let C be a TPD matrix of index 8, deficiency size d and order R 
L .4 6 L 6 9/. Then (a) the matrix C defined in (5.10) is a normalized STO matrix
of index 8 with L columns and R C 80d rows, and (b) the matrix C.t/ defined in
(5.10) is a normalized STO matrix of index 8 with L columns and R C 80d C 16t
rows, t > 1.
For future use, it will be convenient to refer to the augmentation procedure de-
scribed above by saying that an STO matrix C or C.t/ is obtained from a TPD
matrix C of order R  L .4 6 L 6 9/ and index 8 by augmentation of suitable
equivalents of the matrices RL and/or RL (we write R and/or R when L D 9).
Clearly, from the point of view of the column optimality problem, Proposition 5.2
indicates that we must start with a TPD matrix C with as many columns as possible.
Then by augmenting such a C by suitable equivalents of RL and/or RL one derives
an STO matrix with a large number of columns.
We conclude this section by showing that if the columns of a columnwise ortho-
gonal matrix C have certain specified weights then the deficiency size of a triple of
columns in C will always be a multiple of 8.
The following proposition may be verified by considering the distribution ofC=−
triples under each condition.
Proposition 5.3. Let t > 2 be given. Let C D [abc] be a columnwise orthogonal
.−1; 1/-matrix of order .8t C 4/ 3. If each column a;b; c of C has one of the
weights −4; 4;−12 or 12 then jabcj  0 (mod 8).
6. Column optimality in C.8t C 4; 8/
In this section we address the column optimality problem for the class C.R; 8/
when R > 8 and R  4 (mod 8), since as already mentioned this problem has been
completely solved for the case R  0 (mod 8). Further this problem has been solved
for R D 20 in [2] and for R D 28 in Section 4. Hence when R  4 (mod 8) we
distinguish two cases:
Case 1: R D 16t C 12; t > 2.
Case 2: R D 16t C 4; t > 2.
Suppose then that R D 16t C 12; t > 2. Below we define a TPD matrix C1 of
order 28 9, record its deficiency set TC1 and the size of each deficiency. We will
use the special 4 1 vectors introduced in (3.1) in the display
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C1 D
2666666666666664
C C −
1 1 −1
C − C
1 −1 1
C C C
C C C
1 1 1
1 −1 −1
−1 x −x
−1 a a

C C − − C C
x −x a c −z −y
C C − − C C
x −x c a z −y
C C C − − −
− − − − − C
x y z d 1 −a
x x y −z a −d
y −y z −z 1 −1
b b c c d d
3777777777777775
: (6.1)
The following may be verified concerning C1 in (6.1):
(1) C1 is a columnwise orthogonal .−1; 1/-matrix of order 28 9, and jsuvj D 0
where s is the first and u; v are any two other columns of C1.
(2) The index of C1 is 8 and it is normalized.
(3) Each column of C1 has one of the weights −4, 4 or 12. Thus according to
Proposition 5.3, the threefold product of any three columns of C1 is a multiple of 8.
Thus from (1)–(3), C1 is a TPD matrix of order 28 9 and index 8. We record
the deficiency set TC1 ; the second item in each round bracket is the deficiency size of
each triple (we label the columns of C1 as c1; c2; : : : ; c9 in order from left to right)
TC1Df.fc4; c5; c7g;−8/; .fc4; c6; c8g;−8/; .fc5; c6; c8g;−8/; .fc4; c5; c9g; 8/;
.fc4; c8; c9g; 8/; .fc5; c8; c9g; 8/; .fc6; c7; c9g; 24/g :
Thus jTC1 j D 7 and the deficiency size of C1 is d D 9.
Hence C1 may be augmented by suitable equivalents of R and/or R as decribed
in Proposition 5.2 to obtain a normalized STO matrix C1 with nine columns, R D
28C 80.9/ D 748 rows and index 8, namely
C1 D hC1ID1ID2ID3I : : : ID7i; (6.2)
where the Di are defined in (5.9). We can further augment C1 by the STO matrix St
(t > 1) defined in (5.2) to obtain the STO matrix
C1 .t/ D hC1I St i; (6.3)
of index 8, L D 9 columns and R D 28C 80.9/C 16t D 748C 16t rows or R D
16t C 12; t > 47 rows and 9 columns.
By (P1(b)) we know that for any R  L STO matrix in the class C.R; 8/ we must
have thatL 6 9. Now each of the matrices C1 and C1 .t/ lie in the respective classes
C.748; 8/, C.16t C 12; 8/; t > 47 and have L D 9 columns. Thus the column op-
timality problem for the classes C.16t C 12; 8/; t > 46, is completely resolved and
we have established.
Theorem 6.1. When t > 46, Lmax.C.16t C 12; 8// D 9 and the matrix C1 given in
(6.2) and the matrices C1 .t/, t > 47 given in (6.3) are normalized column optimal
STO matrices in the respective classes C.748; 8/ and C.16t C 12; 8/.
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Let C0 be the submatrix of C1 consisting of the first 8 columns of C1. The
deficiency set TC0 is obtained from TC1 by deleting all triplets in it involving the
last column. We note that the deficiency size of C0 is d D 3. Now the corresponding
augmented matrices C0 and C0 .t/ may be obtained by augmentation of suitable
equivalents of the matrices R8 and/or R8. Then C0 2 C.268; 8/, C0 .t/ 2 C.16t C
12; 8/; t > 17 and each have L D 8 columns. Hence we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 6.1. For t > 16, 8 6 Lmax.C.16t C 12; 8// 6 9.
Consider next the caseR D 16t C 4; t > 2. We begin by displaying a 36 8 .−1;
1/-matrix C2; we use the special vectors defined in (3.1) in the display
C2 D
26666666666666666666666664
1 1 −1
C C −
C C −
C C −
1 −1 1
C − C
C − C
C − C
1 1 1
1 1 1
C − −
C − −
1 −1 −1
−1 x −x
−1 a a

a b c d x
C − − C C
− − − − −
− C C − C
a b c d x
C − C − C
− C − C C
− − − − −
1 x y z d
−1 −x −y −z y
C C − − C
− − − C C
−x −y d −z z
y −y z −z 1
b b c c d
37777777777777777777777775
: (6.4)
The following properties of C2 may now be verified: (a) C2 is a columnwise
orthogonal .−1; 1/-matrix of order 36 8, and jsuvj D 0 where s is the first and u; v
are any two other columns of C2, (b) the index of C2 is 8 and it is normalized, (c)
the weight of each column of C2, aside from the first, is 4 or 12. Hence the threefold
product of any 3 columns is congruent to zero mod 8, according to Proposition 5.3.
Hence C2 is a TPD matrix.
The deficiency set TC2 and the deficiency sizes of the triplets in TC2 are as follows
(the columns are labelled as ci (1 6 i 6 8) from left to right):
TC2Df.fc4; c5; c8g;−8/; .fc4; c7; c8g;−8/; .fc5; c6; c8g;−8/;
.fc4; c5; c6g;−8/; .fc4; c5; c7g;−8/g :
The deficiency size of C2 is 5. As previously C2 may be augmented by suitable
equivalents of the matrices R8 and/or R8 as described in Proposition 5.2 to obtain the
STO matrix C2 of index 8 in C.436; 8/
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C2 D hC2ID1ID2ID3ID4ID5i; (6.5)
where the Di are defined in (5.9). Further for each t, C2 may be augmented by St to
obtain an STO matrix of index 8, namely
C2 .t/ D hC2I St i; (6.6)
with R D 436C 16t rows. Since the optimal number of columns for a matrix in a
class of STO matrices of index 8 is 9, we have established the following bounds for
Lmax.C.16t C 4; 8//.
Theorem 6.2. For t > 27, 8 6 Lmax.C.16t C 4; 8// 6 9, and the matrix C2 given
in (6.5) and the matrices C2 .t/; t > 28 given in (6.6) are normalized STO matrices
of index 8 in the respective classes C.436; 8/ and C.16t C 4; 8/; t > 28 with L D 8
columns.
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